Abstract-The picture quality of conventional memory vector quantization techniques is limited by their supercodebooks. This paper presents a new dynamic finite-state vector quantization (DFSVQ) algorithm which provides better quality than the best quality that the supercodebook can offer. The new DFSVQ exploits the global interblock correlation of image blocks instead of local correlation in conventional DFSVQs. For an input block, we search the closest block from the previously encoded data using side-match technique. The closest block is then used as the prediction of the input block, or used to generate a dynamic codebook. The input block is encoded by the closest block, dynamic codebook or supercodebook. Searching for the closest block from the previously encoded data is equivalent to expand the codevector space; thus the picture quality achieved is not limited by the supercodebook. Experimental results reveal that the new DFSVQ reduces bit rate significantly and provides better visual quality, as compared to the basic VQ and other DFSVQs.
I. INTRODUCTION
V ECTOR quantization (VQ) has been widely used for image and speech compression in recent years, since it can obtain good rate-distortion performance in spite of the simplicity of its decoding process. VQ can be roughly classified into two categories: memoryless VQ and memory VQ [1] - [3] . In memoryless VQ, input vectors (blocks) are encoded independently, whereas the memory VQ exploits the correlation among neighboring blocks to further reduce the bit rate. Popular memory VQ techniques reported in the literature include predictive VQ [4] - [6] , finite-state VQ (FSVQ) [7] - [12] , dynamic FSVQ [13] , [14] , address VQ [15] , [16] , and index search VQ [17] , [18] .
FSVQ has been demonstrated to be an effective technique for image compression. The encoder in a FSVQ approach uses the previously encoded blocks to make a selection from a family of codebooks (called subcodebook or state codebook). This selection is done by a next-state function that uses the current state and the information about the neighboring encoded blocks as its arguments to make a decision. The major problems of FSVQ are difficulties encountered in the design of the subcodebooks, duplications of the codevectors, determination of a next-state function and the large amount of memory needed to store all the subcodebooks [13] . Recently, Nasrabadi et al. proposed a dynamic FSVQ (DFSVQ) [13] , [14] to alleviate some of problems of FSVQ mentioned above. In the DFSVQ a large codebook called a supercodebook is first designed using the generalized Lloyed algorithm (GLA) [19] . Then for each input block, a subcodebook is generated by a next-state function (reordering procedure) that uses the local statistics of the previously encoded blocks to dynamically select a number of codevectors from the supercodebook. The subcodebook is varying according to the input block; it is thus called a dynamic codebook. The performance of DFSVQ heavily depends upon its next-state function. In [14] , the authors proposed several next-state functions and compared their performances.
In all the conventional memory VQ techniques, the reconstructed picture quality is limited by the supercodebook. In other words, the picture quality can not be better than that of the full search VQ (basic VQ) with the same supercodebook. In addition, they utilize only the local correlation of a few neighboring blocks. For example, in DFSVQ, only four neighboring encoded blocks are utilized for next-state functions. Actually, some image blocks have strong interblock correlation even though they are located apart. An appropriate utilization of the global correlation will further improve the performance. This paper develops a new DFSVQ technique in which not only the correlation of adjacent blocks but also the correlation of the blocks located apart is exploited. It provides better quality over the basic VQ at much lower bit rate.
For each input block, we search the best block (closest block) in a predefined search area, which contains previously encoded data. The best block found is used as the prediction of the current block, or used to generate a dynamic codebook. In encoding, the current input block can be represented by the best block, dynamic codebook or supercodebook. It is different from the conventional DFSVQ in which only dynamic codebook and supercodebook are considered for encoding. Furthermore, the dynamic codebook is created with the best block instead of the neighboring encoded blocks. Since the number of bits required for representing the best block is much less than that required for representing the codevectors in the dynamic codebook or supercodebook, the proposed DFSVQ reduces bit rate significantly. Moreover, the search for the best block from the search area is equivalent to expanding the codevector space; thus the picture quality is superior to the basic VQ with full search method.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II presents a brief review of the operation of the dynamic FSVQ. In Section III, the proposed DFSVQ algorithm is described. In Sec- tion IV, simulation results for still images are presented. Finally, in Section V, the conclusion is given.
II. DYNAMIC FSVQ
In order to facilitate the discussion of our technique, the operation of the dynamic FSVQ (DFSVQ) [10] , [13] , [14] is reviewed as follows.
The block diagram of a DFSVQ encoder is shown in Fig. 1 . For each input vector , the encoder is in a state with a dedicated subcodebook (dynamic codebook). The input vector is encoded by searching this subcodebook for the best representative codevector. The corresponding index is then sent to the decoder. The state is determined by the next-state function, which utilizes the four neighboring encoded blocks, A to D, to select the codevectors from the supercodebook with size , where , to form a subcodebook. Therefore, the DFSVQ encoder can be considered to be a mapping , which converts the input vector into a channel index by
If the next-state function can effectively predict the behavior of the next input vector and select the closest codevectors from the supercodebook to create a subcodebook, then only the subcodebook has to be searched in the coding process. Consequently, the bit rate and computational complexity can be reduced significantly. In practice, the best codevector representing the input vector may not be found in the subcodebook. However, a better match may be found in the supercodebook. This can be solved by the adaptive DFSVQ, in which the subcodebook is first searched and if the distortion between the input vector and the best match in the subcodebook is greater than a predefined threshold, then the supercodebook is searched for a better match. A better next-state function can select a good subcodebook such that the frequency of searching supercodebook becomes lower. As a consequence, the bit rate and search time will be reduced. Therefore, the next-state function is the key element of DFSVQ, which determines the performance of the system. Several next-state functions have been presented in [14] : 1) conditional histogram; 2) index prediction; 3) vector prediction; 4) nearest neighbor design; 5) frequency usage of codevectors. The authors concluded that the vector prediction scheme performs the best, and the nearest neighbor design is the second best. However, rate-distortion performances listed in [14] reveal that the nearest-neighbor design performs just slightly worse than the vector prediction. The vector prediction employed a neural network, which needs a large number of processing units, thus resulting in complicated hardware implementation. In addition, a training process is needed for the neural-network vector predictor. Therefore, the nearest neighbor design seems to be a good choice, although it needs more computational cost.
The generation of a dynamic codebook with size by the nearest neighbor design is easy. The four neighboring reconstructed blocks, A, B, C, and D, are used to construct a dynamic codebook with size . This is achieved by finding best matching codevectors in the supercodebook to each of the four neighboring reconstructed blocks.
The basic function of a DFSVQ decoder is shown in Fig. 2 . For each input index , the next-state function generates the same subcodebook as the encoder. The index is then used to reconstruct the encoded vector by looking up the codevectors in the subcodebook. Therefore, the decoder is a mapping given by (2) For each input vector, the codevectors in the subcodebooks of encoder and decoder must be exactly the same order to ensure correct operation of the DFSVQ system. This can be achieved automatically by using the same next-state function for both the encoder and decoder.
An earlier FSVQ technique developed by Kim [10] , called side-match VQ (SMVQ), is basically a type of DFSVQ. However, it employed only the sides of upper and left neighboring encoded blocks to generate a dynamic codebook. For each state , one selects codevectors with the smallest side-match distortion from the supercodebook as the dynamic codebook. The details can be found in [10] .
III. PROPOSED DFSVQ
Before the description of the proposed DFSVQ algorithm, we first introduce some definitions, which are illustrated in Fig. 3 . For convenience and without loss of generality, the dimension of the image block is assumed to be 4 4, and the block is represented as a vector .
1) Current Side Region:
The current side region (CSR) is the region that contains the neighboring pixels of the current block, shown as the solid striped region in Fig. 3 . Since the CSR is essentially an -pixels wide stripe bended in the middle, the region can be denoted as a vector , where is the number of side pixels.
2) Search Area: The search area is the set of dashed blocks shown in Fig. 3 . It contains the previously reconstructed pixels with a prespecified size, determined by the parameter .
3) Search Block: By dividing the search area into overlapping blocks, in which the neighbor blocks are spaced at onepixel interval in both horizontal and vertical directions, we obtain a search block. It has the same size as the current block and is represented by . The total number of search blocks is equal to the size of the search area.
4) Search Side Region:
The search side region (SSR) is the region of neighbor pixels associated with a search block. It has the same shape and size as CSR, and is denoted as a vector . In VQ, the image blocks are usually very small, typically 4 4; thus, there exists high correlation among blocks. In other words, for the coding block, it is likely a similar block will be found in other areas of the entire image. Actually, only the data in the causal region, i.e., the previously encoded data, are useful, since the data after the coding block are not available in the decoder. A similar block found can be used as a prediction of the current block, and only one bit flag is needed to be transmitted; thus the bit rate can be reduced significantly.
In this work, we define a search area in the causal region, as shown in Fig. 3 . The larger the search area, the greater the probability for finding a good prediction. However, the search computational complexity will be higher. The search area covers many previously encoded data rather than few neighboring encoded blocks in the conventional memory VQs. In other words, the global correlation of image blocks, instead of local correlation in conventional memory VQs, is exploited. In addition, the neighboring blocks utilized in conventional memory VQs are nonoverlapped, whereas the search blocks defined in this work are overlapped. The overlapping yields a large pattern space; thus, it is very likely to find a predicted block from the space, which is much close to the input block.
In encoding, for an input block we attempt to find the most similar block (called best block hereafter) in the search area. The best block, which meets a certain criterion, is then used as the prediction of the current block, or used to generate a dynamic codebook. Now the problem is how to find the best block simultaneously at both the encoder and decoder utilizing previously encoded data. In natural images, the intensity values of the neighboring pixels are often very close. Therefore, if the side regions of the two blocks, as defined in Fig. 3 , are similar, then it is very likely that the two blocks are similar in intensity. Based on the concept, we can find the best prediction of the current block by computing the distortions between the side region of the current block, CSR, and the side regions of all search blocks, SSR. The side distortions of the CSR and SSRs are calculated by for all (3) where denotes the side region corresponding to the th search block.
The search block which yields the minimum side distortion is called the best block. The best block is either used as the prediction of the current block or used to generate a dynamic codebook. If the distortion between the current block and best block defined by (4) is less than a predefined threshold, the best block is regarded as the prediction of the current block. Otherwise, it is used as a reference for the generation of a dynamic codebook. More precisely, we select codevectors from the supercodebook to form a dynamic codebook. The selection is easily performed just by calculating the distortions between the best block and all the codevectors of the supercodebook . Then the least-distortion codevectors form the dynamic codebook . This is very different from conventional DFSVQs, in which the reference for the generation of a dynamic codebook is derived from only four previously neighboring encoded blocks. For example, in the vector prediction scheme [14] , the four neighboring encoded blocks are fed into a neural network vector predictor, and the output vector is then used as a reference for creating the dynamic codebook. However, the best block mentioned before is derived by searching a large search area, which contains a large number of blocks in addition to the four neighboring blocks. Therefore, the created dynamic codebook is better than that by conventional DFSVQs.
In some cases, the best block is very different from the current block. In other words, the current block is uncorrected with the previous reconstructed data. In such case, the best block can not be used either as the prediction of the current block, or as the reference to generate dynamic codebook. Thus the current block must be encoded with supercodebook.
The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4 and described step-by-step as follows.
A. Encoding
Step 1) Input a block, then search the best block in the search area by calculating the side distortions defined in (3).
Step 2) Calculate the distortion between the current block and the best block, , with (4).
Step 3) If
, where is a prespecified threshold, the best block is regarded as the prediction of the current block, and a flag bit "1" is sent to the decoder; then go back Step 1 to process the next block. Otherwise, go to Step 4.
Step 4) Calculate the distortions between the best block and all codevectors of the supercodebook. The least distortion codevectors are selected to form a dynamic codebook.
Step 5) Find the closest codevector to the current block from the dynamic codebook, and then record the dynamic codebook index and the corresponding distortion .
Step 6) If , the best block is regarded as the prediction of the current block, and a flag bit "1" is sent to the decoder; then go back Step 1. Otherwise go to
Step 7. Step 7) If , sent flag bits "01" followed by the dynamic index to the decoder. Otherwise go to Step 8.
Step 8) Find the closest codevector to the current block from the supercodebook, and then record the supercodebook index and the corresponding distortion .
Step 9) If the closest codevector found from the supercodebook in Step 8 is the same as that found from the dynamic codebook in Step 5, then send flag bits "01" followed by the dynamic codebook index. Otherwise send flag bits "00" followed by supercodebook index to the decoder.
B. Decoding
Step 1) Read the first flag bit and check whether it is "1" or not. If yes, search the best block from the search area using the same procedure as in the encoder, and then use the best block to recover the image block. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2) Read the second flag bit and check whether it is "1"
or not. If yes, search best block and use it to create a dynamic codebook. Then read dynamic codebook index and use it to recover the image block with a table look-up procedure. Otherwise, go to Step 3.
Step 3) Read supercodebook index and look-up table to reconstruct the block. As mentioned before, the search blocks are generated with the restriction of integer pixel grids. In fact, if they are generated at a finer resolution, we would expect to obtain better prediction of current block. Here, we consider half-pixel accuracy.
Searching the best block with half-pixel accuracy can be easily achieved by interpolating the search area by a factor of two in each direction (horizontal or vertical) and then using the method mentioned before. Since this method requires expensive computation and storage, we present a two-step approach in Fig. 5 .
Step 1) Find the best block with integer-pixel accuracy, as shown in Fig. 5 . The corresponding distortion between the current block and the best block is recorded.
Step 2) Search the eight neighbor blocks with half-pixel accuracy, as shown in Fig. 5 . Computing the side distortions of the nine blocks (including the best block), as illustrated in Fig. 6 , we select the block with minimum side distortion as the best block. The half-grid pixels are estimated by interpolating the integer-grid pixels. Assume one of integer-grid pixel and its corresponding integer-grid and half-grid pixels are shown in Fig. 7 . Then, half-grid pixels and can be obtained by
The pixels , and are estimated with a manner similar to , and are estimated in a similar way as , and so on. The proposed DFSVQ obtains prediction of the input block by searching previously encoded data, thus expanding the codevector space. The new technique is referred to as DFSVQ with prediction search and hereafter abbreviated as PDFSVQ for convenience.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed PDFSVQ is evaluated with standard test images, each with size of 512 512 and 8 bit brightness resolution. The supercodebook with size 512 ( ) is obtained by the generalized Lloyd algorithm with splitting initialization [19] . The training set consists of 12 different images. The block size is 4 4. The best block is obtained with integer-pixel accuracy and half-pixel accuracy, respectively. The test images include Pepper, F-16 (inside the training set), and Lena (outside the training set). The PSNR, bit rate and computational complexity in the following are the average of the three test images.
For comparison, we implement a basic VQ system whose codebook is identical to the supercodebook above. In encoding, the full search (exhaustive search) method is used to obtain the quantization index. The bit rate is thus bpp (7) The bit rate for the conventional DFSVQs such as DFSVQ with nearest neighbor design (DFSVQ-), and side-match VQ (SMVQ) can be calculated as follows. Assume that the sizes for supercodebook and dynamic codebook are and , respectively. In the adaptive DFSVQ [13] , [14] , an input block is coded either by the codevectors from dynamic codebook or from supercodebook. One flag bit per block is used to distinguish the two cases. Suppose that the numbers of blocks in an image coded by dynamic codevectors and supercodevectors are and , respectively. Then the bit rate is bbp (8) where is the number of pixels of an image. In the proposed PDFSVQ, the input block is coded with one of three types: the best block found in the search area, the codevector from dynamic codebook, and the codevector from supercodebook. Assume that the numbers of flag bits corresponding to the three cases are , and , and the numbers of blocks coded by the three types are and , respectively. The bit rate can be calculated as bbp (9) The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate the quality of the encoded images, which is defined by (10) where MSE denotes the mean squared error between the original image and reconstructed image.
The bit rate, PSNR, and computational complexity of the PDFSVQ depend on the parameters including dynamic codebook size , threshold value , side region size , and search area size . In addition, the schemes (integer-pixel accuracy or half-pixel accuracy) for creating search blocks also affect the performance and complexity. Increased rate-distortion performance can be achieved at the cost of higher computational complexity. It is very difficult to obtain optimal results for the param- eters. Thus, a cut-and-try procedure is performed in this work. Fig. 8 shows the results under various values of and for and . It is seen that when , the PSNR is improved slightly at the cost of significant increase of bit rate for all threshold values. Similar results are obtained for other values of and . Thus, we conclude that the dynamic codebook size of 8 or 16 is a good choice. When increases, the number of blocks coded by the best block will be raised; hence the bit rate and PSNR will become lower. Experiments indicate that the bit rate and PSNR are sensitive to ; thus can be used to adjust the bit rate and PSNR to meet the requirement of users. In other words, it can be employed as a quality factor like the quantization scale factor in JPEG [20] . To study the effects of side region size and search area size on performance and complexity, we fix and and vary and . Table I indicates that is the best choice since it achieves the best rate-distortion performance. This table also indicates that the performance is insensitive to the side region size. The larger the sizes of side region and search area, the greater the computational complexity required. The results indicate that , is a reasonable compromise between rate-distortion performance and computational complexity. All the results in the following are obtained in this case.
As mentioned before, the search block can be obtained with integer-pixel accuracy or half-pixel accuracy. Intuitively, half-pixel accuracy will introduce greater computational complexity. However, the simulation and analysis demonstrates that it is not the case. Table II indicates that in encoding the required complexity with half-pixel scheme is less than that with integer-pixel scheme. In decoding, the required complexities of the two schemes are approximately the same. The reasons are as follows. If an input block is encoded by the best block then the remaining computations such as generation of dynamic codebook and codevector search in dynamic codebook or super codebook are no longer necessary, thus resulting in lower amount of computation. Half-pixel scheme offers higher resolution such that it obtains better "best block." Therefore, it introduces higher probability of match between the best block and the current input block under the same threshold value of , as demonstrated in Table III . Thus, the frequency of searching dynamic codebook and/or supercodebook becomes lower. As a consequence, the search time will be reduced. In this work, we select half-pixel scheme since it achieves better performance and lower computation, as indicated in Table II . It is noted that the analysis on computational complexity is trivial but tedious; hence it is not included here.
The rate-distortion performance of PDFSVQ is much better than the basic VQ (BVQ). For example, when , PDFSVQ achieves PSNR of 31.16 dB at 0.256 bpp, but the basic VQ achieves PSNR of 31.14 dB at 0.563 bpp. In other words, the PDFSVQ doubles the compression ratio. It is noted that the PDFSVQ can achieve higher PSNR than the basic VQ with the same codebook. The examples of (PSNR 31.27 dB), and (PSNR 31.18 dB), as shown in Fig. 9 , demonstrate the advantageous feature. This is very different from the conventional DFSVQ whose performance is limited by the size of the supercodebook. Fig. 9 also demonstrates that the PSNR values of DFSVQ-and SMVQ are always less than that of the basic VQ. In PDFSVQ, the input block can be reproduced with the codevectors from the codebooks, or with the previously reconstructed data in the search area. The previously reconstructed data may be more similar to the input block than the codevectors. In other words, the use of the previously reconstructed data expands, equivalently, the codevector space. Therefore, the PDFSVQ can provide better quality than the best quality that the supercodebook can offer.
The proposed PDFSVQ is also superior to the DFSVQand SMVQ, as indicated in Fig. 9 . For example, when the PDFSVQ achieves PSNR of 31.16 dB at 0.256 bpp, whereas the DFSVQ-provides the same PSNR at 0.474 bpp, and SMVQ requires 0.380 bpp to obtain 31.12 dB. It implies that the bit rate reductions, as compared to DFSVQ-and SMVQ, are about (0.474-0.256)/0.474 46.0%, and (0.380-0.256)/0.380 32.6%, respectively. The benefit of coding efficiency comes from the usage of the best block from the search area. Each input block encoded with the best block needs only 1 bit flag rather than 4 bit dynamic index ( ) or 9 bit super index ( ). Fig. 10 shows that 52.7% of the source blocks are reconstructed with the best block. Thus, the bit rate is reduced significantly.
Further reduction of bit rate is possible if entropy coding is considered for coding the quantization indexes. To evaluate the contribution of entropy coding, we calculate the first-order entropy in the above three algorithms. For convenience, we assume with the extra case representing the best block. The resulting entropy is 0.234 bpp. The above results again indicates that our algorithm performs better than conventional ones when entropy coding is included. It is interesting that the best block provides better edge fidelity than the codevectors of supercodebook. This can be illustrated by an example as follows. Assume that a line-type edge is across several blocks including current input block, as shown in Fig. 11 . A better approximation of the line-type block may not be found in the supercodebook. However, in the previously reconstructed data, it is very possible to find a suitable search block to well represent the current block due to the continuity of the edge. Since the human eyes are sensitive to edge signals, the PDFSVQ can provide better visual quality than the basic VQ, even though its PSNR is slightly less than that of the basic VQ.
The reconstructed images of "Lena" and "Pepper" with the proposed PDFSVQ are displayed in Figs. 12 and 13 , respectively. It indicates that the PDFSVQ can provide good picture quality at low bit rate (about 0.25 bpp), which corresponds to compression ratio of about 32. To compare the visual quality, the reconstructed images of the basic VQ, DFSVQ-, SMVQ and PDFSVQ are enlarged in part and shown in Figs. 14 and 15, in which the PSNR values of the four methods are intentionally set to approximately the same. It is seen that the new PDFSVQ preserves slightly better edge than the basic VQ and other DFSVQs. The similar results are achieved for other test images.
All the DFSVQ techniques presented in the literature will introduce extra computational complexity in decoding, as compared the basic VQ. Our PDFSVQ suffers from the same problem. However, Tables IV and V indicate that the complexity of the PDFSVQ is slightly less than that of SMVQ, and much less than that of DFSVQ-. This is due to the fact that in PDFSVQ, most of input blocks are encoded with the best block, as mentioned before.
To further demonstrate the performance of the proposed PDFSVQ, it is compared with the current coding standard JPEG. Fig. 16(a) and (b) indicate that the PDFSVQ achieves about 2 dB gain over JPEG at approximate the same compression ratio.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented a new dynamic finite-state vector quantization with prediction search for the compression of image. For each input block, the PDFSVQ first searches the best block from a predefined search area, which is previously encoded. The best block is used as the prediction of the current block, or used to construct a dynamic codebook. Then, the current block is encoded by the best block, dynamic codebook or supercodebook, depending on the coding distortion. This is different form the conventional DFSVQ algorithm in which only the dynamic codebook and super codebook are considered. The PDFSVQ exploits the global correlation of image blocks rather than local correlation in conventional memory VQs. The PDFSVQ expands the codebook space without extra overhead information bits; thus, it achieves better rate-distortion performance and visual quality than conventional DFSVQs. Moreover, it is more computationally efficient than conventional DFSVQs. The extension to the coding of video signals is currently investigated.
